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Houses swept aside by mudslide

Torrent of mud, debris bursts
from lake into valley after unusually
high rainfall in normally dry area
OLIVER:

BY LAURA BALZIAK

south of Oliver.
Moskaluk said motorists who
normally would use HighFive homes south of the Oka- way 97 will have to detour around
nagan town of Oliver were the slide for a couple of kilomedestroyed when a mudslide tres for between 24 and 48 hours.
slammed into them Sunday The detour route will use Black
afternoon.
Sage Road between Road 18 to
All residents of the five homes the south, extending to Road 9
— which were in a semi-rural to the north.
stretch of the Okanagan Valley
The mud covering the highsurrounded by orchards and way is about 2½-metres to fourvineyards — and all seasonal metres high, said Moskaluk.
agricultural workers known to
He confirmed the slide began
be living in the area have been when debris that had been blockaccounted for, RCMP media liai- ing the mouth of a lake drained
son Cpl. Dan Moskaluk told The by Testalinda Creek became disProvince on Sunday night.
lodged, unleashing the torrent
The torrent of debris swept on the valley below.
through Testalinda Creek at
Oliver Coun. Andre Miller said
2:20 p.m., flowing into orchards, the area saw a lot of rain last
vineyards and backyards in rural month.
Oliver, across the town’s main
“The ground was probably satthoroughfare, Highway 97, and urated up there and just let go.”
into the Okanagan River.
He recalled a similar mudslide
“It’s a fairly wide swath,” in the early 1990s when, after a
Oliver Mayor Pat Hampson told rainy spring, Tin Horn Creek, not
The Province from a mobile com- far from Testalinda, turned into
mand post about half a kilome- a raging torrent.
tre from the slide’s path.
Richard Alguire was listening
“Probably most of [the homes] to his police scanner when news
are going to be writeoffs because of the slide broke. He rushed to
they have been displaced off the scene with his camera.
their foundations.”
“It looked like it ripped up
H a m p s o n s a i d s e a r c h - [one] house pretty good,” Alguire
and-rescue crews, firefight- said.
lbaziuk@theprovince.com
ers and the RCMP were on the
— with a file from Andy Ivens
scene about seven kilometres
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A resident surveys damage to house swept off its foundation Sunday.

SPENCER WHITNEY — FOR THE PROVINCE

Hey Kirk, no proof farms hurting wild salmon
T

he news that William Shatner
of Capt. Kirk fame is boosting the NDP-backed battle to
torpedo our fish-farm industry is
weird, but not entirely from another
universe.
After all, there is nothing an impassioned movie actor loves more than a
cause . . . and the applause that goes
with it.
The 79-year-old Shatner said in a
conference call last week his “rage”
was directed against companies that
act without conscience and care only
about the bottom line.
But in the real world, there is no
proof that B.C. farmed salmon, the
supposed villain of this torrid WestCoast drama, are killing off wild salmon or even causing them extraordinary distress.
There is research by marine biologist Alexandra Morton suggesting

Jon Ferry
METRO VIEW
this might be so. And she is backed
by union supporters, eco-campaigners and members of special-interest
groups who’d love to kill off competition in the B.C. and Alaska salmon
market.
But the fact is that experts appear
heavily divided over whether fish
farms, stocked with Atlantic salm-

on, really are responsible for putting
wild Pacific salmon at risk through
the widespread transfer of potentially deadly sea lice.
Former fish-farm consultant Vivian Krause, for example, has written a report strongly critical of Morton’s research and that of other activist scientists.
“They excluded all the data that
didn’t fit their hypothesis in order
to manufacture something that
substantiates their marketing campaign,” she said.
Krause, who has a master’s degree
in nutrition, told me Saturday that
Shatner has allowed himself to be
badly misled.
“He should consider that salmon
farming avoids overfishing which is,
after all, the worst risk to wild salmon,” she said. “You want to save wild
salmon, Billy Boy? Eat farmed.”

Moreover, Mark Sheppard, our
province’s leading aquatic veterinarian, told a federal fisheries committee in April that the presence of
lice on farmed salmon in B.C. is low
compared with other countries and
regions, and isn’t a growing problem.
“In general, the lice abundance on
both farmed salmon and wild fry
have actually declined for five consecutive years,” he said.
But last month federal NDP fisheries critic Fin Donnelly introduced
a private member’s bill to force our
salmon-farming industry to switch
to so-called closed-containment on
land.
This, of course, would effectively
drive the industry into the ground.
For one thing, the capital costs of the
land-based pens would be prohibitive. Also, they’d almost certainly be
less humane for the fish.

Now, I’m the first to acknowledge
that farming salmon is far from ecologically pure. But neither is commercial fishing. So we should be sure
we know all the facts before we regulate a profitable aquaculture business to death and put thousands
more folks on the dole.
We should also be careful about
caving in once more to the insatiable demands of rabid eco-groups,
many of them funded by elite American foundations.
Too often, their sky-is-falling
appeals and selective use of “science”
hoodwinks the public and leads to
poor government decisions.
My advice to the Canadian-born
Shatner, meanwhile, is to control his
rage — or at least redirect it toward
the money-grubbing lice and other
parasites in Hollywood.
jferry@theprovince.com
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